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PWM MANAGEMENT FOR BLDC MOTOR DRIVES
USING THE ST72141

by Microcontroller Division Applications

INTRODUCTION

Brushless DC motors are efficient, quiet and can provide a very high starting torque, this is
partly due to the built-in permanent magnet. For these reasons they are used more and more
in a large range of applications like hard disk drives, fans, pumps, compressors, etc... How-
ever brushless DC motors run properly only as synchronous motors: they need electronic cir-
cuitry to run, including rotor position sensors, switching devices and a control unit.

In most cases the switching devices are MOSFET transistors or IGBTs and are organized in a
three-phase bridge with free-wheeling diodes as shown in Figure 1. Traditionally Hall sensors
are used by the control unit to detect rotor position before changing motor coil to which the
power applied.

STMicroelectronics has introduced the ST72141 microcontroller which is based on an industry
standard architecture and is especially designed for driving BLDC motors. One of the major
advantages of the ST72141 is that, without using sensors, it is capable of controlling motors
precisely by reading the Back Electromotive Force (BEMF). Instead of using expensive Hall
sensors, three resistors connecting the three windings directly to the ST72141 input ports, pro-
vide the microcontroller with the rotor position information. The microcontroller replaces the
standard control unit and the rotor position sensors. However, the ST72141 can be used with
sensors as well.

Although using sensorless mode has big advantages in terms of cost and size, it makes the
motor drive a little bit more complicated. The purpose of this application note is to explain in
which cases the ST72141 motor control unit can directly read the BEMF voltage and how to
quickly set up its control registers in order to use all the advanced features of this product.
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Figure 1. ST72141 Microcontroller with a three-phase bridge
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1 SIX-STEP, 120° DRIVE AND PWM POWER CONTROL

In order to be able to read the BEMF information, the phase switching has to include a dead
time during which no current flows in one of the motor windings.

As shown in Figure 3, in six-step, 120° drives, power is removed from each winding every
three steps. During this dead-time phase it is possible to detect the BEMF zerocrossing (see
Figure 2 for an example).

With this method, the BEMF voltage is referred to point M of the motor and not to ground. Be-
cause this point is at high voltage, the microcontroller cannot read its value directly.

In order to control the speed, the torque or the power applied to the motor, a PWM signal is
usually ANDed with the switch control signals. This control is implemented by modifying the
duty cycle of the PWM.

If the free-wheeling diodes are managed carefully, it is possible to change the M potential to a
favorable value and allow the ST72141 to sample the BEMF voltage during the dead-time as
explained in the next paragraph.

Figure 2. Reading the BEMF (Step Σ4)
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Figure 3. Six step, 120 ° drive: control signal on the transistor gate
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2 MANAGING THE FREE-WHEELING DIODES AND READING THE BEMF

The PWM is used to control the power applied to the motor. It can either control the voltage on
the motor with a fixed PWM duty cycle or the current by means of an integrated current control
circuitry. It can be applied in three ways:

– On the high side: the PWM is applied only on the high side switch, the low side is on during
the complete step.

– On the low side: the PWM is applied only on the low side switch, the high side is on during
the complete step.

– On both sides: the high side and the low side are switched off together during each PWM off
period.

Figure 4. Current during PWM ON time
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2.1 PWM ON THE HIGH SIDE

When the related switches are ON the current passes through the two switches and two motor
windings (these are switches T2 and T3 in the example in Figure 4).

The potential on point M is HV/2 and the BEMF cannot be read by the ST72141 because the
voltage is too high to be read by the microcontroller.

When the high side is switched OFF, the current inside the motor continues to flow in the same
direction (Figure 5). While the switch is off the current can only use the diode (D5 in our ex-
ample).

In this case the potential in A is the Von of T3 switch, the potential in B is -Vf of D5 and the po-
tential of in M is (Von-Vf)/2. It is close to zero because in most cases Von = Vf.

In this case the microcontroller can read the complete BEMF voltage referred to the ground
terminal on the phase C.

This is the configuration that must be used with the ST72141 to take advantage of the sensor-
less function.

Figure 5. PWM on high side: Current during OFF time
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2.2 PWM ON THE LOW SIDE

When the related switches are ON (example of Figure 4) the current passes trough the two
switches and two motor windings.

When the low side is switched OFF, the current inside the motor continues to flow in the same
direction (Figure 6). While the switch is off the current can only use the diode (D0 in our ex-
ample).

In this case the potential at A is (HV+Vf), the potential at B is (HV-Von) and the potential of in
M is (2xHV+Von-Vf)/2. We can consider it is HV (because in most case Von = Vf).

In this case the microcontroller cannot read the BEMF voltage neither in the PWM on time or
the PWM off time.

• Von is the turn ON voltage of the switch

• Vf is the forward voltage of a diode

Figure 6. PWM on low side: Current during OFF time
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2.3 PWM ON BOTH SIDES

When the switches are ON (see example in Figure 4) the current goes through the two
switches and two motor windings.

Then both the high side and the low side are switched OFF, the current inside the motor con-
tinues to go in the same direction (Figure 5). While the switches are off, the current can only
use the diodes (D5 & D0 in our example).

In this case the potential in A is the (HV+Vf), the potential in B is -Vf and the potential in M is
HV/2.

The microcontroller cannot read the BEMF voltage either in the PWM ON time or in the PWM
OFF time.

Figure 7. PWM on both sides: Current during OFF time
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2.4 NOTES ON CONFIGURING THE ST72141

If the ST72141 microcontroller is referred to the ground terminal, the only way to detect the
BEMF without sensors is:

– To generate a Pulse Width Modulation with enough OFF time to read the BEMF voltage. This
requirement can be obtained by setting the PWM duty cycle of timer A in voltage mode or
the OT1-0 bits (register MCRB) in current mode.

– Apply this PWM only on the high side switches. You have to configure the microcontroller
with the correct PWM configuration.

In order to configure all the registers, follow this sequence:

– Split the switches in two parts by means of the Even/Odd configuration: the low side and the
high side. (MPAR register, EO0-5 bits)

for example: T1, T3, T5 even for the low side

T0, T2, T4 odd for the high side.

– Select the group you want to read the BEMF from by programming the REO bit (register
MPAR): the high side has to be selected.

In our example: read on odd (high side), REO=1.

– Select the PWM direction after D (OS1-0 bits, register MCRB): The PWM has to be applied
only on the high side.

In our example: OS1-0 = 01, PWM on odd channels.

You can make use of the free-wheeling diodes in order to accelerate the demagnetization time
as explained in the next paragraph.
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3 WINDING DEMAGNETIZATION

When the microcontroller switches from one step to the next, the non-excited winding needs a
certain demagnetization time. During this time, the current in the winding continues in the
same direction but decreases to zero. It is not possible to see the BEMF voltage as long as
this current is still present, because during this time the voltage on the winding is tied to 0V or
HV by the free-wheeling diode.

Due to the winding self-induction, the demagnetization time decreases if the reverse voltage
on the winding increases.

Let’s look at an example.

Figure 8 shows step Σ4 with the normal current and the free-wheeling current (dotted line)
used to read the BEMF during the PWM OFF time.

Figure 8. Step Σ4 
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When switching from step Σ4 to step Σ5, a free-wheeling, decreasing demagnetization current
is still present through the B terminal (dashed line) and an increasing magnetization current
appears through the C terminal (dotted line). Figure 9 shows these two currents during the
PWM ON time.

Figure 9. Step Σ5 during the demagnetization PWM ON time
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Figure 10. Acceleration of demagnetization during PWM OFF time
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4 CONFIGURATION EXAMPLE

This section gives a configuration example for a six step 120° motor drive for a PMDC motor
in sensorless, current and autoswitched mode.

The configuration registers can be divided in two parts: Table 1 General Configuration Regis-
ters lists the configuration bits that only need to be written once, Table 2 Step Configuration
Registers gives the step-dependent configuration bits. The registers in Table 2 must be up-
dated within each commutation interrupt routine in order to select the configuration for the next
step.

Table 1. General Configuration Registers

Register
Value

Comments
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

MPAR
ZVD REO OE5 OE4 OE3 OE2 OE1 OE0 Read on ODD channels,

The high side switches are ODD.0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

MCRA
MOE RST SR DAC V0C1 SWA CFF DCB The motor runs in autoswitched

mode,
current mode, sensorless mode.1 0 0 0 1 1 X X

MCRB
VR1 VR0 CPB HDM SDM OS2 OS1 OS0 PWM after end of demagnetization:

on ODD channels.X X S S S S 0 1

MPHST
IS1 IS0 OO5 OO4 OO3 OO2 OO1 OO0 input selection and output data

change at each step.S S S S S S S S

Notes:
- Bits marked with X depend on the motor and / or the application:

CFF depends on the noise present on the current feedback pin,
DCB depends on the motor symmetry;

VR1-0 depend on the noise level on the BEMF input pins.
- Bits marked with S have to be modified after each commutation (step dependent configuration). These bits are

summarized in Table 1 General Configuration Registers. Those bits are taken in account only at the next
commutation event.
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Table 2. Step Configuration Registers

Step Σ1 Σ2 Σ3 Σ4 Σ5 Σ6

Current direction A to B A to C B to C B to A C to A C to B

High side T0 T0 T2 T2 T4 T4
Low side T5 T1 T1 T3 T3 T5

OO<5-0> output bits 100001 000011 000110 001100 011000 110000

Measure done on terminal: C B A C B A

Connected to pin MCIC MCIB MCIA MCIC MCIB MCIA

IS<1:0> selection bits value 10 01 00 10 01 00

MPHST 10100001 01000011 00000110 10001100 01011000 00110000

Back EMF shape Falling Rising Falling Rising Falling Rising

CPB value for BEMF detection
(ZVD=0)

0 1 0 1 0 1

Voltage on measured point at the
start of demagnetization

0V HV 0V HV 0V HV

Transition at end of demagnetization 0V->BEMF
(rising)

HV->BEMF
(falling)

0V->BEMF
(rising)

HV->BEMF
(falling)

0V->BEMF
(rising)

HV->BEMF
(falling)

Hardware demagnetization always possi-
ble

not always
possible

always possi-
ble

not always
possible

always possi-
ble

not always
possible

HDM-HDM bit value
(Hard - Soft Demagnetization Mask bits)

10 11 10 11 10 11

PWM side selection for accelerating
demagnetization

Low Side
(even)

High Side
(odd)

Low Side
(even)

High Side
(odd)

Low Side
(even)

High Side
(odd)

Driver selection for accelerating
demagnetization

T5 T0 T1 T2 T3 T4

OS2 bit 0 1 0 1 0 1

MCRB xx010001 xx111101 xx010001 xx111101 xx010001 xx111101
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